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We are involved in two advanced development projects
involving action representations. The CONFIG system
simulates device behavior and mission operations proce-
dures, using an action modeling approach. The SPRAT
analysis management tool represents the plans and ac-
tions of mission preparation analyses. These projects
will support Space Shuttle ground operations personnel,
both in mission preparation analysis and in related anal-
yses during missions. We are working on a common rep-
resentation for these two types of actions in plans and
procedures.

The Space Propulsion Robust Analysis Tool (SPRAT)
will provide intelligent support and automation for mis-
sion analysis set-up, interpretation, reporting and doc-
umentation [Malin et al., 1994]. SPRAT assists Space
Shuttle propulsion consumables officers by helping plan
mission preparation actions, including the execution of
simulation and analysis software, the interpretation of
results from these computations, and the generation of
mission preparation reports summarizing decisions. Ac-
tion management consists of creating and modifying an
action item list (the analysis plan), tracking the outcome
of actions on the list, and creating and modifying action
descriptions and their relations. Action list creation can
be viewed as plan creation, and action tracking as mon-
itoring plan execution.

Because of the complexity and dynamic nature of mis-
sion preparation, SPRAT supports active user interac-
tion, including domain knowledge acquisition and plan
creation, execution, and repair. SPRAT provides an ac-
tion editor where the user can create or alter actions eas-
ily. Since actions from previous missions can be loaded
into SPRAT, they can be used in the future to evolve
standard "subplans" for the more typical aspects of mis-
sion preparation.

The CONFIG modeling and simulation system will
provide intelligent automation for procedure analyses
and failure impact analyses, by simulating the interac-
tions between operations and systems with embedded
failures. Mission operations personnel need to determine
what procedures will be impacted due to failures, and
whether revised procedures can be executed successfully.

The CONFIG environment supports simulation and
analysis of continuous and discrete systems, by com-
bining approaches from model-based reasoning, discrete
event simulation and graph analysis [Malin et al., 1993].
A primary CONFIG project goal is to integrate func-
tional and procedural reasoning components for mod-
eling plans and procedures for nominal operations and
fault management. The CONFIG 3 operations modeling
approach is designed to integrate with both planning rep-
resentations and operations-execution-monitoring repre-
sentations that are based on device and command states.

In the CONFIG project, we have also been develop-
ing a multi-modeling concept to delineate the roles and
relations among representations of Goals, Processor De-
vice Services, Control Actions and Processee Effects in
an Environment. We distinguish between goal and de-
sign specifications (competence) and selected assump-
tions that are relevant to successful production of a re-
quired effect (performance).

CONFIG is a model-based tool to support design for
device operation and process control, and SPRAT is
plan-based tool for supporting engineering analysis. Yet,
these two domains share common requirements to rep-
resent actions and procedures, and the Space Shuttle
mission context requires better integration.
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